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The fascinating history of the Cornish Rex began with one curly kitten born to a normal-coated
mother on July 21, 1950 in Cornwall, England. Since that lucky genetic surprise, these delightful,
friendly cats with their large ears, soft, curly coats, and petite bodies have become popular with
cat lovers all over the world. This guide covers all aspects of this wonderful breed, from adopting
a kitten to showing Cornish Rex cats, making this book a perfect introduction to a unique feline
with loads of personality.

From the Inside Flap(back cover)Information and advice to help you take good care of your
African Grey ParrotThe typical African Grey Parrot: origins, physical traits, life cycle, and
moreExpert advice: feeding, caging, health care, training, grooming, play activities, and
moreUnderstanding your African Grey Parrot: recognizing vocal and body languageStep-by-step
instruction for everyday careInformative and attractive sidebarsFilled with handsome color
photos(picture caption)The African Grey is well-known for its ability to speak in response to
simple coaching.
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Texas Shore, “Comprehensive, with great descriptions of the different colors. Overall, I like the
book a lot. It's well organized, with pictures in the right places. She describes the different
colors available, seal point, etc. What I don't like is that she says "some owners.... swear by
garlic powder.. to improve.. the coat." I found out after doing this for a few days by a Yahoo group
I'm in that this is really bad for the cats and is some sort of toxin. I think you should take any
such recommendations as rumour and check with your vet first.”

Deacon Phrog, “"chemo cats". Yes, these cats look odd or sick or ... something! If you live with
one or more, you quickly think they look normal and are amazed by their personality! This book,
about the only one out there on the breed, is a well-researched and excllent resource. If you are
considering or have a "Corny," please get a copy! Well illustrated and pretty comprehensive -
and the love of the breed shines through.”

Luke Taggart, “Good to have if you own or are interested in Cornish Rex cats. I was happy to see
this released on Kindle. I had been wanting a copy for some time but could never get a hold of a
copy. This book covers all the basics on the breed and lets you get an idea of what these cats
are all about. I have had my Cornish for a while and it was nice to read this and know she is a
good example of her breed.”

J. C. Jones, “A concise guide for any Cornish Rex lover and owner. I thought this book was very
well written, provided a lot of good information, and was great whether you are new to the breed
or have experience with these unique creatures. I kind of wish I had read this book before I got
my Rex but it would not have discouraged me it would've only been helpful to know a little more
about the breed before I got one”

Red, “Not bad at all. Quite a few photos and does a good job of providing the basic info about
the breed and how to show it.”

Jo, “Interesting and enjoyable this book covers all the aspects of owning a Rex cat.. I did not
have any dislikes about this book. I felt the book gave the facts about owning a Rex cat.”

L. Frutiger, “Great book for cat lovers. This book was helpful in learning about the care of this
breed and taught everyone in the family. They were able to answer any questions from friends.”

Jennifer Line, “Excellent book on Cornish Rexes. Greta's book is great. It is extremely
informative. This is a great book for people with Cornishes in their family or ones who want to
have one in their family. I learned so much more about my cat since I got her book. Excellent
photos! A++++”



Cubbie, “Trifft den Character der Katze genau. Ich habe dieses Buch erst dann gekauft, als
unsere Katze bereits im Haus war. Jedoch kann ich die Informationen aus dem Buch nachzu
100% bestaetigen, denn die Charactereigenschaften der Katze sind genau getroffen.Also in
jedem Fall ein gutes Buch fuer Leute die sich fuer eine Cornish Rex interessieren.Die Photos
sind nicht immer "schoen", denn ein das Gesicht der Cornish Rex muss man sich erst ein wenig
gewoehnen.Wer einen Hang zum Zuechter und/oder Aussteller hat, findet weitere gute
Informationen, jedoch primaer aus britischer Sichtweise.”

The book by Symeon North has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 27 people have provided feedback.
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